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Abstract

The goal of this study was to develop a Residential Integrated Ventilation Controller (RIVEC) to reduce the energy impact of required mechanical ventilation by 20%, maintain or improve indoor air quality and provide demand response benefits. This represents potential energy savings of about 140 GWh of electricity and 83 million therms of natural gas as well as proportional peak savings in California. The RIVEC controller is intended to meet the 2008 Title 24 requirements for residential ventilation as well as taking into account the issues of outdoor conditions, other ventilation devices (including economizers), peak demand concerns and occupant preferences. The controller is designed to manage all the residential ventilation systems that are currently available. A key innovation in this controller is the ability to implement the concept of efficacy and intermittent ventilation which allows time shifting of ventilation. Using this approach ventilation can be shifted away from times of high cost or high outdoor pollution towards times when it is cheaper and more effective. Simulations, based on the ones used to develop the new residential ventilation requirements for the California Buildings Energy code, were used to further define the specific criteria and strategies needed for the controller. These simulations provide estimates of the energy, peak power and contaminant improvement possible for different California climates for the various ventilation systems. Results from a field test of the prototype controller corroborate the predicted performance.
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**Introduction**

Indoor air quality (IAQ) is a complex result of occupant activities, human responses, source emission, and contaminant removal. The key issues that one can set requirements for are usually ventilation and source control. To set those requirements often requires an understanding of the materials and processes typically found in houses and the operational strategies of their occupants.

Virtually every building code has requirements in it related to ventilation and indoor air quality, but an integrated approach to looking at residential indoor air quality is usually lacking. The nation’s only consensus standard on residential ventilation and indoor air quality is published by the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-conditioning Engineers (ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 62.2-2010).

Increasingly, building codes and standards require that homes have mechanical ventilation to provide acceptable indoor air quality. Although there are some provisions for intermittent system operation, the standards basically assume that there will be a constant ventilation rate from a purpose-provided mechanical ventilation system, for every hour of the day. The cost of providing mechanical ventilation, however, changes because of weather and the price (or value) of energy. The benefits of providing mechanical ventilation can vary during the day because of the operation of other devices which incidentally provide whole-house mechanical ventilation (e.g. a vented clothes dryer) or the presence of outdoor air pollutants such as ozone or particulates. The operating costs and air quality issues can be optimized by using a controller for the whole house ventilation system that can ventilate at different times of day in response to changing energy and indoor air quality (IAQ) impacts. This report discusses the initial development of a prototype Residential Integrated Ventilation Energy Controller (RIVEC) that optimizes these operating costs and air quality issues.

This study took two approaches to evaluating the RIVEC. The first was to install a prototype in a home and monitor its operation together with climate data and the operation of related HVAC systems. The second was to extend the evaluation to a wider range of homes and climates by simulation using software developed by LBNL specifically for evaluation of residential HVAC systems.

**State-of-the-Art in Residential Ventilation**

Whole-house mechanical ventilation has not been a common technology in homes in the US. Only recently has the need for designed mechanical ventilation in homes become generally accepted. The current state of the art in providing this ventilation is relatively crude and treats the whole-house mechanical ventilation system in isolation and independent of other air moving devices in the home. Because it does not consider the house as a system, it fails to take advantage of synergies that can provide many benefits.
The controller being developed is intended to meet the ASHRAE (American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-conditioning Engineers) Standard 62.2 requirements for residential ventilation as well as taking into account the issues of outdoor conditions, other ventilation devices (including economizers), peak demand concerns and occupant preferences. The controller is designed to manage all of the residential ventilation systems that are currently on the market.

The basic requirement for ASHRAE Standard 62.2 is that there be mechanical ventilation operating at a rate equal to 1 cubic feet per minute (cfm) per hundred square feet of floor area (0.05 L/s) plus 7.5 cfm (3.5 L/s) per person where the number of people is presumed to be equal to one more than the number of bedrooms.

There is another requirement that kitchens and bathrooms be equipped with exhaust fans equal to 100 cfm and 50 cfm (50 L/s and 25 L/s) respectively. There are additional requirements regarding source control, properties of mechanical equipment, commissioning, etc. These properties do not impact the controller or the simulations and so will not be repeated here. The reader is directed to the standard and its associated users guide (ASHRAE 2007) for further information.

It is important to point out the standard is very flexible about how one may achieve the minimum ventilation: supply ventilation, exhaust ventilation, balanced ventilation or appropriate combinations thereof may be used. Systems that incidentally ventilate (such as bath fans, dryers, or economizers) may be counted towards the total provided they meet the basic requirements. RIVEC makes use of this flexibility to improve the energy efficiency of system.

A key innovation in RIVEC is the ability to implement the concept of efficacy and intermittent ventilation which allows time shifting of ventilation. Using this approach ventilation can be shifted away from times of high cost or high outdoor pollution towards times when it is cheaper and more effective.

The intermittent ventilation algorithm in ASHRAE 62.2 is a simplified procedure (that makes it amenable to using tables in the standard) more details of which can be found in Sherman (2006). The RIVEC controller uses the full generalization of that method. The key equations of intermittent ventilation define the efficacy of ventilation as it relates to the pattern of ventilation.

The temporal ventilation effectiveness, i.e. efficacy — , is the ratio of the ventilation one would need if the rate were constant to the actual ventilation; for our simple case it links the equivalent (or desired) steady-state ventilation rate ($A_{eq}$), the actual (or needed) rates of over-ventilation and under-ventilation ($A_{high}$ and $A_{low}$) and the fraction of time that the space is under-ventilated ($f_{low}$):

$$
\varepsilon = \frac{A_{eq}}{f_{low}A_{low} + (1 - f_{low})A_{high}}
$$

(1)
If we have an independent measure of the efficacy, we can use it and Equation 1 to determine the range of acceptable design parameters. The solution is expressed in dimensionless terms involving the efficacy and two other parameters:

\[
\varepsilon = \frac{1 - f_{low}^2 \cdot \coth(N/\varepsilon)}{1 - f_{low}^2}
\]

where “\( \coth \)” in Figure 2 is the hyperbolic cotangent and the nominal turn-over, \( N \), is defined as follows:

\[
N \equiv \frac{(A_{eq} - A_{low}) \cdot T_{cycle}}{2}
\]

where \( T_{cycle} \) is the length of a cycle (typically this will be the sum of the time of operation at higher and lower air flows). We are going to address the case of most interest for peak demand reduction, which is called “Notch Ventilation”. In this case we assume that the ventilation system is shut off for 4 hours per day at times of peak loads or to avoid high concentrations of outdoor pollutants (e.g., ozone) and on continuously for the other 20 hours. Using the rates of 62.2 and typical housing values, the efficacy is then 96%. This implies that for the notch ventilation case, we must have a mechanical ventilation system sized 25% larger than if it were being used continuously.

The intermittent ventilation algorithms cited above are based on the effective ventilation work of Sherman and Wilson (1986). In order to generalize the intermittent ventilation to ventilation rates that may vary in real time, we need to refer to that work to develop an equivalent way to determine indoor air quality. We do that by following Sherman and Wilson to determine the equivalent exposure to a general but constant (or uncorrelated) contaminant exposure. For such a case the key parameter is the turn-over time, \( \tau_e \):

\[
\tau_e(t) = \int_{-\infty}^{t} e^{A(t')} dt'
\]

Where \( A(t) \) is the instantaneous air change rate. If we have a target constant ventilation rate that leads to the appropriate absolute exposure then the relative exposure, \( R \), is just the product of that times the instantaneous turn-over:

\[
R(t) = A_{eq} \cdot \tau_e(t)
\]

The intermittent ventilation equations are based on providing the same steady-state dose over any cycle time of interest. The relative dose, \( d \), is the average relative exposure over any steady-state cycle, \( T \):

\[
d = \frac{1}{T} \int_{0}^{T} R(t) dt = 1/\varepsilon = A_{eq} \frac{\tau}{\varepsilon}
\]
The efficacy used in the intermittent ventilation equations is just then the inverse of the relative dose and can be related to the average turn-over time for the period.

The equations above are useful for continuous unbounded data, but for our purposes it is more useful to use recursive formula for discrete data. We can rewrite the expression for turn-over time as follows:

$$\tau_i = \frac{1 - e^{-A_i \Delta}}{A_i} + \tau_{i-1} e^{-A_i \Delta}$$

(7)

For our intermittent ventilation (“notch”) strategy the relative exposure, calculated from the discrete turn-over time, has a minimum near 0.8 just before the notch time and a value of twice that at the end of the notch time. These values will be helpful in the design of the RIVEC controller.

We can also write an expression for the (recursive) discrete relative dose based on a 24 hour control cycle. This value varies only a few percent from unity for notch ventilation.

$$d_i = A_{eq} \tau_i (1 - e^{-\Delta / 24 hrs}) + d_{i-1} e^{-\Delta / 24 hrs}$$

(8)

The RIVEC control algorithm determines when to turn the whole house fan on and off to maintain a relative dose of unity and control relative exposure extremes. This control algorithm is proprietary.

Envelope air leakage, or more properly the infiltration it causes, contributes to total ventilation and is also a thermal load on the house. The prescriptive path in standard 62.2 does not require any modification to the mechanical ventilation rate based on envelope air leakage. While it is true that a leakier house will generally use more energy annually, the performance of the RIVEC controller is not going to be highly dependent on this factor. Although the RIVEC controller with ignore the impacts of air leakage, the simulations will include the envelope air leakage when determining overall ventilation rates and energy impacts. Similarly duct leakage can induce extra infiltration and substantial energy penalties, but we will not parametrically examine the impacts of duct leakage in this study.

A secondary innovation is the ability of this controller to handle a wide range of ventilation systems in the same way a thermostat can handle a wide range of HVAC equipment. Some ventilation systems have (or will soon have) dedicated controllers but they do not interface with other HVAC components and they are designed to handle a very specific ventilation system only.

**Ventilation**

ASHRAE Standard 62.2-2010 provides the industry standard for minimum ventilation rates in both new and existing homes. From the State energy code perspective, efforts should focus on finding the most energy-efficient means to provide the minimum ventilation rates in this national consensus standard. Developing and/or determining
optimal ventilation systems has been an area of research for many years (e.g. Feustel 1986). However, changes in energy costs, the tightness of envelopes and pollutant sources within the housing stock, and the availability of technology have made selection of optimal ventilation systems a moving target.

Sherman and Matson (1997) performed an analysis to assess the optimal ventilation strategy for houses that were intended to meet both an air tightness standard and a ventilation standard. The three main ventilation strategies in use at the time were considered: natural ventilation, central exhaust, and air-to-air heat exchangers. The analysis estimated that for with leaky houses 60% of the ventilation/infiltration energy requirement could be cost-effectively saved without using heat recovery, just by tightening the envelope and, if necessary, by adding a right-sized mechanical system. To take full advantage of a heat-recovery ventilation system, it is often necessary to make the building envelope substantially tighter than typical of new home construction.

Air Tightness

Increasing air tightness in homes has led to the need for mechanical ventilation. In the 1980s researchers realized that houses were very leaky and represented a huge opportunity for energy savings, but people really had no idea what the stock looked like, let alone how the leakage was distributed. For example, weatherization practitioners (and window and weather-stripping manufacturers) used to say that windows and doors were the source of leakage. When researchers finally did component leakage tests, they found that doors and windows were only about 20% of the issue. The rest of the leakage was in envelope penetrations and construction details such as sill plates.

More recent work by LBNL (Sherman and Matson (2002)) has shown that newer homes are much tighter than the older houses in the stock, but the downward trend had stopped. This level of air tightness certainly means that new houses are not generally going to be excessively leaky, but this level of leakage does cause several problems. At this level of leakage, there will be insufficient ventilation (from infiltration) to meet ventilation standards. Thus, people either need to dutifully open their windows or they need designed ventilation systems. Price and Sherman (2006) have shown that people in new, tighter California houses do not open their windows sufficiently to provide adequate ventilation. At the same time, this level of infiltration is sufficiently large that many of the most energy efficient systems (i.e., ERV or HRV systems) will not work well.

Mechanical Ventilation Systems

A wide variety of ventilation systems are available to be used and they have been reviewed by Russell et al. (2005). Systems of interest to the CEC have been simulated by
Walker and Sherman (2006) to determine their performance with respect to the anticipated requirements in the 2008 Residential Energy Standards for California. These systems were:

- Continuous exhaust
- Intermittent exhaust
- Heat recovery ventilator
- Central Fan Integrated (CFI) Supply with air inlet in return and continuously operating exhaust (several CFI combinations were studied)
- Continuous Supply

The results of the Walker and Sherman study show that systems with smart controllers can offer substantial energy savings compared to the simplest systems that run continuously. The magnitude of the savings depend on climate, but are typically TDV$500. TDV stands for Time Dependent Valuation and allows the price of electricity to vary with demand. The Energy Commission has standard TDV profiles that were used to make these estimates. The peak demand reductions are about 500W.

Some systems currently on the market use electronic controllers to manage the ventilation system. These controllers focus only on the ventilation system and are predominantly for use in the central-fan integrated supply systems such as those sold by Honeywell, and Aprilaire. For controlling exhaust fans, Tamarack makes a combined timer and flow control. The Davis Energy Group has a proprietary product, NightBreeze, that is intended to provide ventilative cooling and/or evaporative cooling; it has the potential for being used as an Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) control device, but is not yet used that way.

These controllers are explicitly designed to work with only one type and style of mechanical ventilation system and are not designed to be demand responsive or to interface with other whole-ventilation equipment such as economizers.

The following systems are those typically found in new homes that are ASHRAE 62.2 compliant.

---

1 “Continuous Exhaust” is continuous as far as the user is concerned in that it is “on” all the time. It may, however, be temporarily shut off by RIVEC when the controller determines it is not necessary for a period of time.

2 “Intermittent exhaust” is normally controlled by an independent timer of some sort on a fixed schedule. We have subsumed the basic operating strategy by including a 4-hour off period in RIVEC so this approach will not be extensively investigated in this report as it is somewhat redundant.
Exhaust
In this system the primary whole-house ventilation technology is an exhaust fan. In the default configuration, the fan is run continuously in at the rate specified by Standard 62.2. The fan may be a double-duty fan because it is, for example, in a bathroom and meets the local exhaust requirement of ASHRAE 62.2 as well, but we will treat it as a stand-alone fan in this study.

Supply
In this system, the primary whole-house ventilation technology is a dedicated supply system that dilutes outdoor air and supplies it to habitable rooms. It is not commonly used but makes sense in homes without a central air system. It requires that the outdoor air be blended with indoor air to temper it before delivering it to the habitable spaces.

Heat Recovery Ventilator (HRV)
In this system, the primary whole-house ventilation technology is a balance system with a heat recovery ventilator integrated into the HVAC system. This system provides heat recovery. The most common installation, which is the one we will design for, has the HRV sized significantly larger than the 62.2 rate (e.g. by a factor of 3) and interconnected with the air handler; it then cycles with a timer to get the ASHRAE 62.2 minimum flow. This is how the reference state will be treated, but RIVEC will take over cycling the HRV to maintain the correct ventilation rate.

Exhaust with Central Fan Integrated Supply and Mixing (CFI)
This is similar to the first system except it has an inlet duct to the return plenum to pull in and distribute outdoor air when the central air handler is operating. In addition, this system assures that the air handler operates at least 1/3 of the time—even if there is no call for heating or cooling. This system provides the extra service of air distribution.

For the purposes of this report, we assume that every house has exactly one of the four types of mechanical ventilation systems listed above. Depending on the system there may be multiple pieces of that system that needs to be controlled and there may be multiple levels of ventilation possible out of that system.

Exogenous Mechanical Ventilation
Although there may be only one system designed and controlled to meet minimum ventilation requirements, there are other pieces of equipment that can have significant impacts on the total mechanical ventilation. The RIVEC controller will monitor many of these exogenous systems and take into account their impacts thereby lessening the need for additional mechanical ventilation.

The systems that RIVEC can monitor include the following:
Clothes Dryers

According to 62.2 clothes dryers must be vented outside. When the dryers operate this venting alone is usually sufficient to meet minimum whole-house requirements and thus it may be possible to turn off the whole-house ventilation system when the dryer is operating.

Economizers and/or direct evaporative coolers

In dry climates with large diurnal temperature swings, residential economizers and (direct) evaporative coolers have a large potential for reducing cooling energy. Incidentally, these technologies provide an order of magnitude more whole-house ventilation than is required by 62.2. Not only can the regular whole-house system be turned off when these large system run, but “credit” can be taken for several hours afterwards.

Bath and kitchen exhaust fans

Kitchen and bath fans can provide significant ventilation when operated. Households use these fans in different ways, which must be monitored in real time by RIVEC.

Central Fan Integrated Supply systems used for air distribution

The central-fan integrated supply system operates autonomously to provide fresh air distribution to the habitable rooms. This is a service above that required by Title 24 or 62.2 and therefore will not be under the control of RIVEC. Since this is an additional occupant service, we will assume for the purposes of this project that it is provides exogenous mechanical supply ventilation. In principle we could apply it as an option to other mechanical ventilation strategies, but as a practical matter no one has done so; nor is anyone recommending it.
Prototype Evaluation
1. Field Testing A Prototype Controller

The controller had the following components:

- A means of sensing the operation of devices that incidentally provide mechanical ventilation
- A means of controlling the whole-house mechanical ventilation system.
- A means of implementing the RIVEC algorithm based on system operation

A simple interface was developed (see Figure 3 for an illustration) in order to enter the data needed for RIVEC operation:

The Basic data include:

- House information
- Defining the RIVEC controlled ventilation system
- Defining the ventilation systems present in the house
- Defining peak hours and seasons
- Setting the target (ASHRAE 62.2) ventilation rate

Details of the implementation of this task are proprietary, pending patent protection.

Figure 1. Sample input data interface for RIVEC controller.

One test home was selected to demonstrate the ventilation controller. The test home was located in Moraga, CA and occupied by a family of four and had an ASHRAE 62.2 compliant ventilation system and an economizer. Preliminary characterization of the
test site included envelope and duct leakage, ventilation rate and other house characteristics. These characteristics were also used as input to the simulations.

**Moraga Home Characteristics**

Floor plans were used to determine the floor area of 3400 ft² (317 m²).

Measured ceiling heights (the house had several cathedral ceiling rooms) were used to determine the house volume of 29700 ft³ (841 m³).

The overall thermal conductivity (UA) of the home was estimated based on measured wall and window areas and thermal characteristics to be 887 W/K.

The house is laid out on a north-south axis. This is reflected in the window orientations (that determine solar gain) and the leakage distribution (the leakage was assumed to be evenly distributed with wall area). The window areas for each orientation were: 43 m² facing west or east, 4.9 m² facing north and 6.2 m² facing south and the wall leakage was 35% in each of the long faces of the home and 15% in the other two.

The envelope leakage was determined from a blower door test and was 0.209 m³/sPaⁿ (about 5900 cfm50) with a pressure exponent of 0.66.

The home is relatively well sheltered from the wind by neighboring homes and trees.

The home was heated and cooled by two separate systems – one for each end of the house. The duct leakage was combined for the two systems and was measured using a DeltaQ test (following ASTM E1554). The results were 17% for supply and 20% for return (the return did include a minimum outside air vent whose measured air flow was 5 to 7.5 L/s⁴ (10 to 15 cfm). Results of the DeltaQ test are shown in Figure 2.

---

3 The insulation was degraded according to the *Residential Alternative Calculation Method (ACM) Approval Manual for the 2005 Building Energy Efficiency Standards for California* (California Energy Commission, 2005.)

4 This range is due to test uncertainty.
Figure 2. DeltaQ duct and envelope leakage test results

Controller installation and operation

The controller was installed into the test house and measurements made to determine the impact of the controller. The experiments lasted several weeks in the late summer of 2008. Data was collected on energy use, indoor and outdoor environmental conditions and ventilation performance.

Because the actual field test was only a few weeks long, a calibrated simulation model was used to extrapolate annual performance from the diagnostic and real-time
measurements at the test site. The results include an analysis of both the field data and simulation results.

The ventilation fan was operated in three modes: ON, OFF, and under RIVEC control. Figure 3 shows the relative exposure, relative dose, total ventilation, and ventilation fan status when the ventilation fan was under RIVEC control. The relative dose and exposure were calculated using the measured fan flow rates. The relative dose used a 24 hour cycle time.

![Ventilation With RIVEC Control](image)

**Figure 3. Ventilation Fan under RIVEC control.**

The operation of the economizer, seen when the total ventilation is greater than 300 cfm, causes large reductions in relative exposure (down to 0.1 for the first long cycle) and relative dose. Because economizers are uncommon in residences and their operation can have a large impact on the exposure and dose, the analysis was done twice. First, including all the data, and second, excluding times within six hours after economizer operation. Figure 4 shows the same data as in Figure 3 but with these economizer hours removed.
**Figure 4. Ventilation Fan under RIVEC control with economizer operation removed.**

Figure 5 focuses on three days which did not have economizer use where the RIVEC operation can be more easily seen.

**Figure 5. Three days without economizer use.**
To see if economizer operation alone could be sufficient and to show the effect of not ventilating for several days, the controlled ventilation was forced OFF for six days and ON for two. Initially economizer use kept the relative dose under one, but without operating the economizer or ventilation fan the relative dose rose to about two.

![Ventilation With RIVEC Control](image)

**Figure 6. Days with 0% and 100% ventilation fan operation.**
A summary of the ventilation rates, relative exposure and dose, outdoor temperature, and the percent on time of the ventilation fan was made for times including and excluding economizer operation. As shown in Table 1, the impact of economizer operation varies with the length of time it is on. For most cases its influence on the relative exposure and dose is small after it has been off for six hours or more.

### Table 1. Measured RIVEC field test results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>All data</th>
<th>No Economizer operation for 6 hours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RIVEC control</td>
<td>Always ON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Airflow (cfm)</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Relative Exposure</td>
<td>0.845</td>
<td>0.403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Relative Dose</td>
<td>0.802</td>
<td>0.779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outdoor Temperature</td>
<td>60.6</td>
<td>70.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Ventilation Fan Operation</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The ventilation fan is on about 50% of the time when RIVEC has control. During RIVEC control the average relative exposure and dose are less than one and seldom exceed 1.5 and 1 respectively while still maintaining the ventilation rates required (65 cfm). This demonstrates how the RIVEC device can reduce ventilation fan on time while still providing the ventilation required by ASHRAE 62.2.
Figure 7 shows the house energy use and daily maximum temperature during the test period. The house has a photovoltaic system that provides between 10 to 20 kWh each day at this time of the year. The remainder of the homes energy use, 30 to 50 kWh, is purchased from the local utility, Pacific Gas & Electric.

![Daily Energy Use](image)

**Figure 7: Moraga home energy use during the testing period.**

To properly determine energy savings due to RIVEC operation, a full year’s worth of data with continuous measurement of the infiltration rates and other occupant factors would be required. This is beyond the scope of the field study, therefore simulations were used to extrapolate the performance to a year in the following section.

### 2. Extrapolation of Test House Performance by Simulation

The test house in Moraga was simulated for a full year. Although geographically in Climate Zone 3, the weather in Moraga is more like Climate Zone 12 – so the CZ 12 weather data were used. Three simulations were performed: the first was of the house in normal operation, the second was with RIVEC controlling the whole house ventilation system, and the third was with no mechanical ventilation. Additional simulations were performed to examine the effect of other fan scheduling. The two fan scheduling options were: using the observed kitchen, bath and dryer schedules from the Moraga house (as recorded during the RIVEC field evaluation) and the standard schedule used for all the other simulations.

The RIVEC algorithm was integrated into the REGCAP simulation tool used in previous studies for the Energy Commission (Walker and Sherman (2006) and Sherman and Walker (2008)). This tool performs minute-by-minute ventilation, heat and moisture
calculations that allow for the dynamic performance of buildings and HVAC components in both the house and the attic (where the HVAC equipment was located in the field test house and in all the simulations). The small timesteps are computationally and analytically intensive but allow for direct simulation of temporally complex ventilation controls, such as RIVEC. REGCAP combines a mass balance for air flows with a thermal model including the HVAC system and a moisture transport model. The air flow model allows individual (such as passive vents or flues) and distributed leaks (such as over a wall) to be placed on the building envelope. A rectangular floor plan was assumed and the envelope leaks were separated into leaks in each of the four walls, four floor level leaks and the ceiling. The flow through each leak was determined by the air flow characteristics of the leak (flow coefficient and pressure exponent) and the pressure across the leak. The pressure across the leak depended on both wind pressures and buoyancy pressures due to indoor-outdoor temperature differences. The mechanical ventilation systems were integrated into the mass balance as constant flow devices. The mass balance for the house and attic was solved by adjusting the internal pressures of the two zones (house and attic). Because the equations are highly non-linear, a simple pressure bisection technique was used to determine the attic and house interior pressures as this has proven to be an extremely robust solution technique. The thermal model in REGCAP used:

- overall UA values for the building envelope to determine heat transfer through the envelope of the house. House insulation levels and window performance were based on California Energy Code requirements (California Energy Commission 2005) and included degradation due to incorrect installation per the code requirements.
- solar gain through windows that depends on the solar heat gain coefficient and orientation. The solar part of the model used standardized calculations based on those in ASHRAE Fundamentals (ASHRAE 2005) together with measured solar radiation in the weather data.
- the mass flows derived by the air flow mass balance.
- the heat input or removed by the HVAC equipment including latent removal by air conditioning.

A total of 16 heat transfer nodes were identified including air in the ducts, house, and attic, and used in a lumped heat capacity analysis.

The key issue with the use of this particular simulation tool is the ability to account for HVAC system, house and attic air flow, thermal and moisture transport interactions.
Other Simulation Input

The measured ceiling area and observed insulation levels in the attic were used to
determine the ceiling heat transfer characteristics separately from the other portions of
the envelope because this is required as a separate input for the simulations.

The eave height was measured to be 2.8 m.

The home is relatively well sheltered from the wind by neighboring homes and trees so
the urban home wind shelter values used in the other simulations for this study were
used, however the roof shelter was reduced from 1.0 to 0.7.

For the attic, its leakage was assumed to scale with surface area and assumed the same
construction techniques as used in the other simulations in this study resulting in an
attic leakage coefficient of 0.25 m³/sPa. The soffit leakage was distributed with 35% in
each of the long faces of the home, 10% in the short faces and 10% in the gables. Attic
volume was estimated from dimensional measurements of the attic at 264 m³. Roof pitch
was measured to be 22 degrees (5/12) with a peak height of 5.8 m. The roof surface was
asphalt shingle (used to determine radiation and thermal mass properties).

The air ducts were all R4 insulated flex. The return ducts were in the attic with a total
length of 16 m (53 ft) and 40 cm (16 in.) diameter. The supply ducts were in the
crawlspace and without a crawlspace zone in the model we needed to approximate the
conduction losses from the supply ducts by setting the fraction outside to be one half.
The effective surface area for the supply ducts was based on default values used in
ASHRAE Standard 152, i.e., 27% of floor area. Halving this resulted in a supply duct
surface area of 43 m² (460 ft²) – equivalent to 15 m (147 ft) of eight inch diameter
insulated duct.

The heating and cooling equipment was two separate units in the home that were
combined into a single capacity and air flow system. The total cooling airflow was 0.964
m³/s (2045 cfm) and heating air flow was 0.581 m³/s (1231 cfm) (and power consumption
at 2cfm/W of 1020 W and 615 W, respectively).

Total cooling capacity was 6.5 tons (78 kBTU/h or 22.9 kW) with an EER of 11, and the
system was assumed to be fully charged.

Heating input capacity was taken from the furnace nameplates and was 147 kBTU/h (43
kW) with an assumed AFUE of 80% based on furnace age and type.

Ventilation Devices

The ventilation devices were simulated in two scenarios. The first was based on the
actual operating pattern at the Moraga house that was observed in field evaluation of
RIVEC. The second used the standard ventilation fan operation schedules as used for all
the other simulations. The economizer operation was the same in both cases as the
economizer control parameters for all the simulations were based on those observed at
the Moraga House. In both cases the house had a continuous mechanical exhaust
system operating that had an air flow of 71.5 cfm (0.0337 m$^3$/s). This is the minimum air flow required to meet ASHRAE Standard 62.2. This was assumed to be an efficient fan with a power consumption of 35 W.

*Moraga House Schedule:*

The home has three bathroom exhausts of 62 cfm, 55 cfm and 78 cfm for a total of 195 cfm (0.092 m$^3$/s). Power requirements for these fans were 0.9 cfm/W or 217 W with all three operating.

The bath fans operated for an hour every morning from 7:00 a.m. to 8:00 a.m. and half an hour every evening from 8:30 to 9:00 p.m.

The kitchen fan had an air flow rate of 104 cfm (49 L/s, 0.049 m$^3$/s) and had a power consumption of 116 W. The kitchen fan operated for half an hour per day from 5 to 5:30 p.m.

The clothes dryer fan was assumed to be 150 cfm (75 L/s, 0.071 m$^3$/s). The schedule for the dryer fan operated for five hours each weekend day from 11:00 a.m. until 4:00 p.m.

*Standard Schedule:*

The bath fans were assumed to operate for half an hour every morning from 7:30 a.m. to 8:00 a.m.

The kitchen fan operated for one hour per day from 5–6 p.m.

The schedule for the dryer fan assumed two days of laundry each week – each with three hours of continuous dryer operation from noon until 3:00 p.m.

*Economizer*

This house had an economizer with a measured air flow of 0.29 m$^3$/s (620 cfm) (and power consumption at 2 cfm/W of 310 W). The economizer operated in cooling mode when the outdoor temperature was 6°F or more below the indoor setpoint.

The RIVEC fan was sized to provide the ASHRAE 62.2 required mechanical ventilation for a 3400 ft$^2$, 4 bedroom home of 71.5 cfm (0.0337 m$^3$/s). Using an energy efficient fan the power consumption was assumed to be 35W.

*Moraga House Simulation Results*

During the cooling season the economizer operation dominates the ventilation of the home. Its large airflows for several hours at a time repeated on an almost daily schedule lead to rapid reductions in relative exposure and low relative dose, as shown in Figures 8 and 9.
Figure 8. Moraga fan schedule RIVEC operation for cooling
During the heating season there is no economizer operation and the relative exposure and dose are averaged close to unity over a multi-day period with diurnal cycles corresponding to the operation of kitchen and bath fans, together with the RIVEC controlled whole house system. This is illustrated in Figures 10 and 11.
Figure 11. Standard fan schedule RIVEC operation for heating in Moraga house
Looking at annual energy use and comparing the non-RIVEC and RIVEC vented cases to unvented the following figures (12-14) illustrate the increase in energy use. Most (>80%) of this energy increase is due to conditioning the ventilation air. Table 2 summarizes the changes in annual average air change rate relative to the unvented case showing the smaller increases in ventilation as a result of using the RIVEC controller.

**Table 2. Increase in Air Change Rate (ACH) due to whole house mechanical ventilation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RIVEC</th>
<th>Non-RIVEC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Observed Moraga Venting Schedule</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Venting</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.056</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 12. Simulated Electricity Use of RIVEC and non-RIVEC ventilated homes relative to a house with no continuous mechanical ventilation**
Figure 13. Simulated Natural Gas Use of RIVEC and non-RIVEC ventilated homes relative to a house with no continuous mechanical ventilation.
Replotting these data of RIVEC savings relative to the Non-RIVEC mechanical ventilation (Figures 15-17) shows the expected impact of the RIVEC controller at this house. The additional bathroom ventilation relative to the standard assumptions observed at the Moraga house led to RIVEC turning off the whole house system more often. This resulted in greater savings using the observed mechanical ventilation schedule compared to the standard bathroom. The total RIVEC energy savings was about 1000 kWh for the Moraga field test home.

Figure 15. Simulated Electricity savings due to RIVEC operation for Moraga House.
Figure 16. Simulated Natural Gas savings due to RIVEC operation for Moraga House.

Figure 17. Simulated Total Energy savings due to RIVEC operation in Moraga house.
**Fractional Runtime Summary**

Table 3 summarizes the fractional runtime for the whole house fan. With no RIVEC controller the whole house fan would operate 525,600 minutes per year. The Moraga house shows fractional runtimes of 29% using the observed kitchen, bath and dryer fan operation and 36% using the standard approach. In both simulations an economizer operated in the summer months, and as shown in the other simulations it leads to significant reductions in whole house fan operation using RIVEC.

**Table 3. Fractional runtime for RIVEC controlled whole house fans**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Number of minutes on</th>
<th>Fractional Runtime</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12EISGMR</td>
<td>Moraga House with observed vent fan schedule</td>
<td>153700</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12EISGTR</td>
<td>Moraga House with standard vent fan schedule</td>
<td>189510</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Other Climate Simulations

In order to extend the results to a wider range of conditions, additional simulations were performed for a standardized home (based on the Title 24 prototype) in three California climate zones.

Climate

The study focuses on three climates based on the California State Energy Code (Title 24) climate zones: Zone 3 (Temperate), Zone 13 (Hot Central Valley where there is lots of new construction), Zone 16 (Cold). Table 4 summarizes the geographical data for these climates.

Table 4. California Climate Zone Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Climate Zone</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Latitude</th>
<th>Longitude</th>
<th>Elevation (ft)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Oakland</td>
<td>37.7</td>
<td>122.2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Fresno</td>
<td>36.8</td>
<td>119.7</td>
<td>328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Mt. Shasta</td>
<td>41.3</td>
<td>122.3</td>
<td>3544</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Weather

Weather data were taken from Title 24 compliance hourly data files converted to minute-by-minute format by linear interpolation. The simulations also used location data (altitude and latitude) in solar and air density calculations. The required weather data for the simulations were as follows:

- Direct solar radiation (W/m²)
- Total horizontal solar radiation (W/m²)
- Outdoor air dry-bulb temperature(°C)
- Outdoor air humidity ratio
- Wind speed (meters per second [m/s])
- Wind direction (degrees)
- Barometric pressure (kPa)
- Cloud cover index

Building

The building was based on the 1761 ft² prototype Title 24 home. The house and duct insulation used to determine the non-ventilation building load, and duct system performance varied by climate as shown in Table 5. The insulation was degraded

---

Based on CA T24 2005 Package D requirements including degradation factors.

**Table 5. House insulation levels**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Climate Zone</th>
<th>Ceiling</th>
<th>Wall</th>
<th>Ducts outside conditioned space</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heating Degraded</td>
<td>Cooling Degraded</td>
<td>Degraded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>R30</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>26.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R13</td>
<td>10.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>R38</td>
<td>21.6</td>
<td>31.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R19</td>
<td>10.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>R38</td>
<td>21.6</td>
<td>31.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R21</td>
<td>17.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The exterior surface area for wall insulation scaled with floor area and number of stories. Wall-to-floor area ratios and window-to-floor area ratios were developed from measured data from several thousand new homes and from the simplified box prototype C in the ACM manual. The wall area was assumed to be 1.54 times the floor area for a two-story home and 1.22 times the floor area for a one-story home. Window area was 20% of floor area with windows equally distributed on the four exterior walls. The solar heat gain coefficient (SHGC) varied by climate zone between 0.4 and 0.65. Values specified in ACM Table 151-C, p.133 were used. In climate zones where a minimum SHGC was not required, ACM Tables 116-A and 116-B, p.56 were used. The required U-value (the measure of air-to-air heat transmission due to thermal conductance and the difference in indoor and outdoor temperatures) was taken from ACM Table 116-A, and the SHGC corresponding to the same window from table 116-B was used. Clear glazing was assumed as was an exterior shading of 50%. For the envelope leakage, an SLA of 4 will be used (this was the recommended value from California Building experts for a previous CEC ventilation study by the authors).

**Table 6. Envelope leakage**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Floor Area (ft²)</th>
<th>SLA</th>
<th>ELA (in²)</th>
<th>m³/(s·Pa²)</th>
<th>cfm/Pa²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1761</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Heating and Cooling Equipment Sizing**

The equipment capacity was based on the results of a field survey of 60 new California houses performed as part of another PIER study (Wilcox (2006)). The resulting heating and cooling capacities are generally greater than those estimated using sizing calculations such as ACCA Manual J/S procedures. In some cases the cooling capacity determines the heating capacity due to the limited furnace packaging alternatives that are commercially available. Primarily this is an issue of furnace blower motor operating

---


7 Based on BSC/Building America data.
ranges that restrict the differences in heating and cooling capacities that can be serviced by an individual blower.

The heating will be supplied by an 80% annual fuel utilization efficiency (AFUE) natural gas furnace. For cooling, a seasonal energy efficiency ratio (SEER) 13 split-system air conditioner with a thermostatic expansion valve (TXV) refrigerant flow control was used. The duct leakage to outside will be 6%, split with 3% supply leakage and 3% return leakage.

**Table 7. Heating and Cooling System Sizing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Climate Zone</th>
<th>Heating Capacity (KBtu/h)</th>
<th>Cooling Capacity (Tons)</th>
<th>Heating Blower Power (W)</th>
<th>Cooling (and Ventilating) Blower Power (W)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>563</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>689</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>983</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Determination of heating or cooling operation was based on the Title 24 seven-day running average technique. When the seven-day running average outdoor temperature was greater than 60°F, cooling was assumed, and when it was less than 60°F, heating was assumed. However, in most climates this resulted in multiple switches between heating and cooling, which was unrealistic. Therefore, for each climate zone (CZ), one day was selected for the heating to cooling mode switch and one day for the cooling to heating mode switch, based on the seven-day running average technique. A list of the switching days is given in Table 8.

**Table 8. Days to switch heating and cooling modes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CZ</th>
<th>Day of year to switch to cooling</th>
<th>Day of year to switch to heating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>247</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Operation of the heating and cooling equipment used the following set-up and set-back thermostat settings taken from the ACM and shown in Table 9.
Table 9. Thermostat settings for ventilation simulations (°F)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hour</th>
<th>Heating</th>
<th>Cooling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source Control

Intermittent bathroom fans operate for half an hour every morning from 7:30 a.m. to 8:00 a.m. These bathroom fans were sized to meet the ASHRAE 62.2 requirements for intermittent bathroom fans. From Table 5.1 in ASHRAE 62.2, this is 50 cfm (25 liters per second [L/s]) per bathroom. For houses with multiple bathrooms, the bathroom fans are assumed to operate at the same time, so the 1761 ft² house had a total of 100 cfm (50 L/s). Power requirements for these fans were 0.9 cfm/W based on California field survey data (Chitwood 2005 – personal communication), i.e., 55W for each 50 cfm fan.

Similarly, all simulations had kitchen fan operation. The kitchen fans operate for one hour per day from 5–6 p.m. These kitchen fans were sized to meet the ASHRAE 62.2 requirements for intermittent kitchen fans. From Table 5.1 in ASHRAE 62.2, this was 100 cfm (50 L/s). Unfortunately, very few of the kitchen fans in the HVI directory had power
consumption information. The smallest of those that do [Ventamatic Nuvent RH160] was selected for these simulations. This fan had a flow rate of 160 cfm, and used 99 W.

RIVEC will detect if these fans are being operated and include these exogenous flows in the calculations of relative dose and exposure.

Clothes dryer fans are 150 cfm (75 L/s, 0.071 m$^3$/s) exhaust fans. The schedule for the dryer fan will assume two days of laundry each week – each with three hours of continuous dryer operation from noon until 3:00 p.m.

**Alternative Ventilation Strategies with RIVEC**

The ASHRAE 62.2 requirement for a 1761 ft$^2$ home with 3 bedrooms (4 occupants) is 48 cfm. The system connected to RIVEC will be sized to at least 25% above that rate.

*Interruption Exhaust*

The system consisted of a bathroom fan that is on for 20 hours and off for 4 hours during peak (3–7 p.m. for cooling and 1–5:00 a.m. for heating). The relationships given in an ASHRAE Transactions article (Sherman 2005) and ASHRAE 62.2 show that intermittently under-ventilating for 4 hours out of 24 (given the background natural infiltration and extra 25 cfm capacity of the continuous exhaust minimum flow required by 62.2) yielded acceptable, effective ventilation rates that met 62.2 requirements. The ASHRAE 62.2 requirement for a 1761 ft$^2$ home with 3 bedrooms (4 occupants) is 48 cfm. Sized to operate 20 out of 24 hours this requires 58 cfm. This can be met with a 24.3 W Panasonic FV-08VF2 (power consumption and flow data are from HVI directory).

*Continuous Exhaust*

The continuous exhaust meets the ASHRAE requirements of 48 cfm (0.0226 m$^3$/s) with a Panasonic FV-07VFL1 (at 0.25 in. water) using 19.1 W.

The RIVEC system will use a fan upsized by 25% consistent with ASHRAE 62.2 requirements for a fan that is on for 20 hours and off for 4 hours. RIVEC will control this fan to be off from 3–7 p.m. for cooling and 1–5:00 a.m. for heating. Sized to operate 20 out of 24 hours this requires 60 cfm (0.0283 m$^3$/s). This can be met with a Panasonic FV08VF2 using 24.3 W.

*HRV*

The HRV will be operated to meet ASHRAE 62.2 requirements. Most common HRVs have air flow rates that exceed these requirements and therefore only operate for a fraction of each hour. The selected HRV has an air flow of 138 cfm. To meet the ASHRAE 62.2 minimum requirement of 48 cfm for this house this requires only 21 minutes per hour of operation. The HRV will be simulated for the cold climate (CZ 16) only. The HVI directory listed recovery efficiencies were applied to the air flow through the HRV when calculating the energy use. For these simulations, the apparent sensible
effectiveness (ASE) was used to determine the temperature of air supplied to the space \( (T_{tospace}) \). It was assumed that the HRV has its own duct system that does not leak and is located entirely within the conditioned envelope of the house.

\[
ASE = \frac{T_{out} - T_{tospace}}{T_{out} - T_{fromspace}}
\]  

The HRV selected from the HVI directory [Broan Guardian HRV 100H] was assumed to be installed correctly and operating at the rated pressure drop. With these assumptions, this HRV uses 124 W at 138 cfm \([0.0652 \text{ m}^3/\text{s}]\) net airflow at the 0.44 inches of water \([110 \text{ Pa}]\) external static pressure of the standard HVI rating point and has:

- Apparent sensible effectiveness = 70%
- Sensible recovery efficiency = 62%

The HRV will operate interlocked with the furnace fan so that the furnace fan operates whenever the HRV is operating. RIVEC bypasses the standard timer and provides its own timer, clock and furnace operation tracker.

**CFI and Continuous Exhaust**

A CFI supply uses the furnace blower to intentionally draw outdoor air through a duct into the return and distribute it throughout the house using the heating/cooling supply ducts. The outdoor air duct was only open to outdoors during furnace blower operation and has a damper that closes when the furnace blower is off. This damper was assumed to have zero leakage when closed. The flow through the outside air duct is sized to meet 62.2 (i.e., 48 cfm) during operation. The CFI automatically operates for a minimum of 20 minutes out of the hour. The CFI supplements a 48 cfm continuous exhaust fan that meets the ASHRAE requirement. For RIVEC, the exhaust fan will be 25% oversized (as in case 1) to allow for four hours of non-operation per day.

**Continuous Supply**

For continuous supply, the supply air is mixed with indoor air for tempering purposes. A mixing ratio of 3:1 was used for indoor to supply air. The supply fan will therefore be sized to be four times the ASHRAE 62.2, i.e., 192 cfm. A Greentek PTF 150 in-line fan provides this flow at a power consumption of 81 W (at 150 Pa pressure difference), of which 13 W is air power and 68W is heat (this motor heat is added to the building energy balance).

**Economizer**

When the economizer operates RIVEC will take into account the economizer operation on indoor air quality and delay use of the whole-house ventilation system based on the calculated relative dose and exposure.
An economizer provides cooling and ventilates incidentally. Therefore the economizer will be used only in the cooling climate zone 13. The economizer will be modeled as a large supply fan with the same air flow rate and power consumption as the forced air system blower. The economizer will operate when the HVAC system is in cooling mode when the outdoor temperature is 6°F or more below the indoor setpoint. A large hole will opened (in the ceiling) for pressure relief. The hole will be sized to result in approximately 2Pa of house pressurization, i.e., \( c = 0.311 \text{ m}^3/\text{sPa}^n \) or roughly 0.5 m².

When the economizer operates, the CFI system will be turned off in the simulations. In a real installation it is more likely that the CFI damper will continue to operate, however, this will not significantly change the system air flows because during economizer operation, the system is already using 100% outdoor air.

**Simulation Output**

The simulation output was recorded as minute-by-minute values of: ventilation air flow, fan operation, energy consumption (disaggregated by ventilation fan power (so we can track things like blower operation for CFI and HRV during heating/cooling and ventilating), heating, cooling) indoor temperature and humidity conditions, predicted relative dose and exposure.

**Simulation Comparisons**

There were three levels of simulation:

- The first level was for a house that did not meet the 62.2 requirements for mechanical ventilation. This house still had the intermittent kitchen and bathroom fans. This is the base case that we will compare the others to.
- The second level was for a house that met 62.2 requirements using the various mechanical ventilation systems.
- The third level was for houses that utilized a RIVEC controller for the 62.2 mechanical ventilation systems.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File Name</th>
<th>Climate Zone</th>
<th>62.2 Ventilation System</th>
<th>Other Fans</th>
<th>Reference for:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>03EISG1N</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Kitchen Fan Bath Fan</td>
<td>03EISG0 03EISG1 03EISG1R 03EISG4 03EISG4R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03EISG3N</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Kitchen Fan Bath Fan CFIS</td>
<td>03EISG3 03EISG3R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03EISG5N</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Kitchen Fan Bath Fan Economizer</td>
<td>03EISG5 03EISG5R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13EISG1N</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Kitchen Fan Bath Fan</td>
<td>13EISG0 13EISG1 13EISG1R 13EISG4 13EISG4R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13EISG3N</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Kitchen Fan Bath Fan CFIS</td>
<td>13EISG3 13EISG3R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13EISG5N</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Kitchen Fan Bath Fan Economizer</td>
<td>13EISG5 13EISG5R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16EISG1N</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Kitchen Fan Bath Fan</td>
<td>16EISG0 16EISG1 16EISG1R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16EISG2 16EISG2R 16EISG4 16EISG4R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16EISG3N</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Kitchen Fan Bath Fan CFIS</td>
<td>16EISG3 16EISG3R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File Name</td>
<td>Climate Zone</td>
<td>62.2 Ventilation System</td>
<td>Other Fans</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03EISG0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Intermittent Exhaust</td>
<td>Kitchen Fan Bath Fan &amp; Dryer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03EISG1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Continuous Exhaust</td>
<td>Kitchen Fan Bath Fan &amp; Dryer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03EISG3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Continuous Exhaust</td>
<td>Kitchen Fan Bath Fan &amp; Dryer CFIS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03EISG4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Continuous Supply</td>
<td>Kitchen Fan Bath Fan &amp; Dryer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03EISG5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Continuous Exhaust</td>
<td>Kitchen Fan Bath Fan &amp; Dryer Economizer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13EISG0</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Intermittent Exhaust</td>
<td>Kitchen Fan Bath Fan &amp; Dryer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13EISG1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Continuous Exhaust</td>
<td>Kitchen Fan Bath Fan &amp; Dryer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13EISG3</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Continuous Exhaust</td>
<td>Kitchen Fan Bath Fan &amp; Dryer CFIS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13EISG4</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Continuous Supply</td>
<td>Kitchen Fan Bath Fan &amp; Dryer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13EISG5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Continuous Exhaust</td>
<td>Kitchen Fan Bath Fan &amp; Dryer Economizer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16EISG0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Intermittent Exhaust</td>
<td>Kitchen Fan Bath Fan &amp; Dryer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16EISG1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Continuous Exhaust</td>
<td>Kitchen Fan Bath Fan &amp; Dryer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16EISG2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>HRV</td>
<td>Kitchen Fan Bath Fan &amp; Dryer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16EISG3</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Continuous Exhaust</td>
<td>Kitchen Fan Bath Fan &amp; Dryer CFIS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16EISG4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Continuous Supply</td>
<td>Kitchen Fan Bath Fan &amp; Dryer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File Name</td>
<td>Climate Zone</td>
<td>6.2.2 Ventilation System controlled by RIVEC</td>
<td>Other Fans</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03EISG1R</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Continuous Exhaust</td>
<td>Kitchen Fan Bath Fan &amp; Dryer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03EISG3R</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Continuous Exhaust</td>
<td>Kitchen Fan Bath Fan &amp; Dryer CFIS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03EISG4R</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Continuous Supply</td>
<td>Kitchen Fan Bath Fan &amp; Dryer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03EISG5R</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Continuous Exhaust</td>
<td>Kitchen Fan Bath Fan &amp; Dryer CFIS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13EISG1R</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Continuous Exhaust</td>
<td>Kitchen Fan Bath Fan &amp; Dryer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13EISG3R</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Continuous Exhaust</td>
<td>Kitchen Fan Bath Fan &amp; Dryer CFIS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13EISG4R</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Continuous Supply</td>
<td>Kitchen Fan Bath Fan &amp; Dryer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13EISG5R</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Continuous Exhaust</td>
<td>Kitchen Fan Bath Fan &amp; Dryer CFIS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16EISG1R</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Continuous Exhaust</td>
<td>Kitchen Fan Bath Fan &amp; Dryer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16EISG2R</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>HRV</td>
<td>Kitchen Fan Bath Fan &amp; Dryer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16EISG3R</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Continuous Exhaust</td>
<td>Kitchen Fan Bath Fan &amp; Dryer CFIS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16EISG4R</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Continuous Supply</td>
<td>Kitchen Fan Bath Fan &amp; Dryer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Simulation Results

Figure 18 illustrates the simulated operation of the fans and the resulting RIVEC fan control. Figure 18 is for two of days in winter and shows how the RIVEC fan is turned off for four hours each day and at other times corresponding to low relative dose or exposure. For heating mode, RIVEC is set to shut-off the ventilation during the most expensive 4-hr period of the day to ventilate—pre-dawn. After that period RIVEC keeps the ventilation system operating to compensate and then once it has, it cycles as needed. The corresponding exposure and dose are also shown in this figure. The exposure and dose calculations assume a constant pollutant emission rate and are normalized relative to the minimum air flow requirements of ASHRAE Standard 62.2. These results show that turning off the ventilation system using RIVEC retains the same relative dose as a non-RIVEC controlled ASHRAE 62.2 compliant system. Therefore, RIVEC maintains acceptable indoor air quality as defined by ASHRAE 62.2.

Figure 18 Illustration of RIVEC fan operation (CZ3 heating)
Figure 19 shows how RIVEC responds to the cycling behavior of an HRV. The RIVEC algorithms act to shut off the RIVEC controlled fan when the HRV is on, as well as when other fans operate and during the nighttime “off” period. Figures 20-25 illustrate RIVEC operation for other systems.

![Figure 19. Illustration of RIVEC operation for a house with an HRV](image)
Figure 20. RIVEC operation for continuous exhaust in CZ3 in cooling season

Figure 21. RIVEC operation for continuous exhaust + CFIS in CZ3 in heating season
Figure 22. RIVEC operation for continuous exhaust + CFIS in CZ3 in cooling season

Figure 23. RIVEC operation for continuous supply in CZ3 in heating season
Figure 24. RIVEC operation for continuous supply in CZ3 in cooling season

Figure 25. RIVEC operation for continuous exhaust + economizer in CZ13 in cooling season
The following figures summarize the annual energy use relative to an unvented house – so they are the extra energy – either electricity or gas- required to adequately ventilate the home. The differences between RIVEC and non-RIVEC are the savings due to the RIVEC controller. Note that the CFIS cases have a CFIS in the non-mechanically ventilated home because we are focusing on the changes made by using RIVEC to only control the designated mechanical ventilation system that is meeting ASHRAE 62.2 (in this case the continuous exhaust). Appendix A has these same figures, but with without the CFIS in the non-mechanically ventilated home to show the energy impact of using CFIS.

Figure 26. Additional Electricity use for non-RIVEC and RIVEC operation relative to a non-mechanically ventilated home in CZ3
Figure 27. Additional Natural Gas use for non-RIVEC and RIVEC operation relative to a non-mechanically ventilated home in CZ3

Figure 28. Additional Total Energy use for non-RIVEC and RIVEC operation relative to a non-mechanically ventilated home in CZ3
Figure 29. Additional Electricity use for non-RIVEC and RIVEC operation relative to a non-mechanically ventilated home in CZ13

Figure 30. Additional Natural Gas use for non-RIVEC and RIVEC operation relative to a non-mechanically ventilated home in CZ13
Figure 31. Additional Total Energy use for non-RIVEC and RIVEC operation relative to a non-mechanically ventilated home in CZ13

Figure 32. Additional Electricity use for non-RIVEC and RIVEC operation relative to a non-mechanically ventilated home in CZ16
Figure 33. Additional Natural Gas use for non-RIVEC and RIVEC operation relative to a non-mechanically ventilated home in CZ16

Figure 34. Additional Total Energy use for non-RIVEC and RIVEC operation relative to a non-mechanically ventilated home in CZ16
RIVEC saves energy relative to the normal ventilation case for all the ventilation systems. The exception is that more natural gas is used for the HRV operated using RIVEC. This is because the RIVEC control leads to more operation during extreme conditions despite being off for four hours per night. It is possible that this could be changed by altering the hours that RIVEC is off for at night when heating to better match the times of greater indoor outdoor temperature difference. The following figures summarize the total energy savings from RIVEC operation.

**Figure 35. Total Electricity RIVEC savings in CZ3**
Figure 36. Natural Gas RIVEC savings in CZ3

Figure 37. Total Energy RIVEC savings in CZ3
Figure 38. Total Electricity RIVEC savings in CZ13

Figure 39. Natural Gas RIVEC savings in CZ13
Figure 40. Total Energy RIVEC savings in CZ13

Figure 41. Total Electricity RIVEC savings in CZ16
Figure 42. Natural Gas RIVEC savings in CZ16

Figure 43. Total Energy RIVEC savings in CZ16
Fractional Runtime Summary

Table 13 summarizes the fractional runtime for the whole house fan. With no RIVEC controller the whole house fan would operate 525,600 minutes per year. The economizer simulation (16EISG2R) show that economizer operation leads to significant reductions in whole house fan operation using RIVEC. The other cases range from 49% to 65% fractional ontimes depending on the climate and the operation of other ventilation fans and the whole house system that is being controlled. Overall these are significant reductions in whole house system runtime.

Table 13. Fractional runtime for RIVEC controlled whole house fans

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation</th>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Number of minutes on</th>
<th>Fractional Runtime</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>03EISG1R</td>
<td>Oakland – Continuous Exhaust</td>
<td>342670</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03EISG3R</td>
<td>Oakland - Continuous Exhaust + CFIS</td>
<td>310250</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03EISG4R</td>
<td>Oakland – Continuous Supply</td>
<td>342670</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03EISG5R</td>
<td>Oakland – Economizer</td>
<td>302210</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13EISG1R</td>
<td>Fresno – Continuous Exhaust</td>
<td>342670</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13EISG3R</td>
<td>Fresno - Continuous Exhaust + CFIS</td>
<td>315300</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13EISG4R</td>
<td>Fresno – Continuous Supply</td>
<td>342670</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13EISG5R</td>
<td>Fresno – Economizer</td>
<td>256330</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16EISG1R</td>
<td>Mt. Shasta – Continuous Exhaust</td>
<td>342620</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16EISG2R</td>
<td>Mt. Shasta - HRV</td>
<td>157210</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16EISG3R</td>
<td>Mt. Shasta - Continuous Exhaust + CFIS</td>
<td>309420</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16EISG4R</td>
<td>Mt. Shasta – Continuous Supply</td>
<td>342620</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 14 summarizes the RIVEC energy savings. The savings are relative to the same ventilation system without RIVEC control. The fractional savings are the fraction of the extra energy attributed to the whole house mechanical ventilation system – i.e., the part of the building load controlled by RIVEC. The savings are greater for some systems than others because the different ventilation systems produce different air change rates. Higher air change rate systems have more energy saving capacity with RIVEC. The energy savings for each system do not vary much from Oakland to Fresno, although the harsh climate of Mt. Shasta does show greater savings. The only anomaly is for the HRV operation where there is an increase in natural gas use because the RIVEC control leads to more operation during extreme conditions despite being off for four hours per night. It is possible that this could be changed by altering the hours that RIVEC is off at night when heating to better match the times of greater indoor outdoor temperature difference.

For California these energy savings can be translated into savings across the state if RIVEC strategies are implemented. Walker and Sherman (2006) have shown that residential ventilation systems compliant with the expected new California standards would represent between 5 and 32% of the load depending on the system chosen. RIVEC can reduce this load by at least 20%. Using this 20% gives a conservative estimate of potential savings. To estimate potential electricity savings the 84,000 GWh used for residential heating and cooling\(^8\) is multiplied by the fraction of total building load that is infiltration load (one third) to obtain the ventilation load of 28,000 GWh. Only about one quarter of the CA building stock will be tight enough to need mechanical ventilation so the total potential energy to be reduced by RIVEC is 7000 GWh. RIVEC saves at least 20% of this energy or 1400 GWh. For natural gas a similar calculation can be performed: 5000 million therms are used each year\(^9\) for heating such that the 20% savings result in 83 million therms of natural gas saved per year. For an individual consumer this corresponds to reductions in annual energy bills of $20 to $60.

---

\(^8\) http://www.energy.ca.gov/naturalgas/natural_gas_facts.html

\(^9\) http://tonto.eia.doe.gov/dnav/ng/ng_cons_sum_dcu_SCA_a.htm
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Ventilation System</th>
<th>Air Changes per hour – Annual Average</th>
<th>Electricity (kWh)</th>
<th>Gas (Therm)</th>
<th>Percent Savings, %</th>
<th>Annual Bill savings at $0.18/kWh and $1.75/therm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CZ3 – Oakland</td>
<td>Intermittent Exhaust</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>18.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[226]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CZ3 – Oakland</td>
<td>Continuous Exhaust</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>20.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[229]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CZ3 – Oakland</td>
<td>Continuous Exhaust + CFIS</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>22.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[258]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CZ3 – Oakland</td>
<td>Continuous Supply</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>59.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[237]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CZ3 – Oakland</td>
<td>Continuous Exhaust + Economizer</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>22.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[223]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CZ13 - Fresno</td>
<td>Intermittent Exhaust</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>18.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[217]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CZ13 – Fresno</td>
<td>Continuous Exhaust</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>24.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[167]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CZ13 – Fresno</td>
<td>Continuous Exhaust + CFIS</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>28.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[179]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CZ13 – Fresno</td>
<td>Continuous Supply</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>67.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[275]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CZ13 – Fresno</td>
<td>Continuous Exhaust + Economizer</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>27.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[179]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CZ16 - Mt. Shasta</td>
<td>Intermittent Exhaust</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>28.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[366]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CZ16 - Mt. Shasta</td>
<td>Continuous Exhaust</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>27.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[316]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CZ16 - Mt. Shasta</td>
<td>HRV</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>367</td>
<td>-3.8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>59.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[-111]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CZ16 - Mt. Shasta</td>
<td>Continuous Exhaust + CFIS</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>48.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[604]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CZ16 - Mt. Shasta</td>
<td>Continuous Supply</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>85.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[627]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Critical Peak Load Reduction

RIVEC eliminates all whole-house mechanical ventilation-related loads during the daily four-hour peak load window. To determine the total peak load reduction attainable with RIVEC, the simulation data were examined to find coincident times for the RIVEC and non-RIVEC results. The coincident times were chosen based on hourly averages of the minute-by-minute data. The total power used by the blower, furnace, air conditioner and ventilation system were calculated for each hour of the year. The hourly data were sorted to find the hours of maximum heating and cooling energy consumption for the non-RIVEC case that occurred during the peak times programmed into RIVEC (i.e., 1:00 a.m. to 5:00 a.m. for heating and 3:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. for cooling). The energy use for corresponding hour from the RIVEC simulations was compared to the energy use for the peak hour in the non-RIVEC case. The results were averaged over the highest five energy use hours to remove some of the sensitivity to selecting an individual peak hour. Because a continuous exhaust is likely to be the most common whole house ventilation system and because the continuous exhaust gives conservative results in terms of energy savings, it was chosen for this analysis. The peak hour power reductions are summarized in Table 15 (the gas consumption is converted to Watts for better comparison and so that it can be combined with the blower and ventilation fan power).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation</th>
<th>Cooling Power reduction (W)</th>
<th>Heating Power Reduction (W)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oakland – Continuous Exhaust</td>
<td>72 (6%)</td>
<td>1676 (15%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fresno – Continuous Exhaust</td>
<td>45 (1%)</td>
<td>1553 (15%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mt. Shasta – Continuous Exhaust</td>
<td>142 (4%)</td>
<td>890 (5%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results in Table 15 show that the most significant energy savings are for heating. For cooling, the reductions are smaller due to ventilation being a smaller fraction of building load and lower indoor to outdoor temperature differences.
Conclusions

The RIVEC system has successfully achieved its stated objectives and demonstrated that there is a significant potential benefit to California in reducing energy and peak power requirement for meeting minimum ventilation standards. Specifically,

- Using smart control of residential mechanical ventilation systems can save 20-70% of its annual energy while meeting minimum ventilation requirements.
- Using smart control of residential mechanical ventilation systems can save 100% of its peak power associated with ventilation, and 1% to 6% of total power for cooling and 5% to 15% for heating while meeting minimum ventilation requirements.
- It is possible to create a ventilation controller that can implement such an approach.

Implementation of the RIVEC approach can lead to run-times of 30-70% of nominal full-time operation.

RIVEC successfully controls ventilation while still maintaining acceptable indoor air quality relative to ASHRAE 62.2.

- While preserving IAQ and eliminating peak ventilation power RIVEC can save 18-31% of ventilation energy in a mild climate (CZ3), 18-44% in a central valley climate (CZ13), or 13-30% in a cold climate (CZ16), depending on the mechanical ventilation system chosen.

Substantially higher savings may occur if occupants use equipment like dryers, exhaust fans, or economizers more than is assumed in this study.

Existing homes may be retrofit with the RIVEC technology and can show improved IAQ and/or ventilation energy savings.

RIVEC can realized as a stand-alone ventilation controller, but may be more cost-effectively commercialized if integrated with other residential controllers or home automation approaches.

Because the RIVEC can time shift ventilation within a day, it has the ability to not only reduce the total energy, but to eliminate peak ventilation-energy demand. 100% of the peak ventilation-related load can be eliminated. In addition, 1% to 6% of total (not just ventilation) peak power can be eliminated for cooling and 5% to 15% for heating. This allows consumers to reduce exposure to high peak energy prices while ensuring better grid stability for all consumers.

A related non-energy benefit is that this controller is capable of time-shifting ventilation from periods in which the outdoor air quality may be poor or dangerous.
**Recommendations**

Because of the success of this project it is recommended that further efforts be done to take advantage of this technology in both regulatory and voluntary programs and to advance the commercialization. Specifically,

Title 24 should be modified to provide appropriate credit for anyone using this type of technology to reduce the energy impact of required whole-house mechanical ventilation.

The benefits of using this technology in low-income weatherization and other retrofit programs targeting envelope tightening should be evaluated, including the role of infiltration.

ASHRAE Standard 62.2 should be clarified with regard to how control technology can be used to meet it, the role of minimizing outdoor air contaminants, and how to apply technologies in existing homes, especially those in which infiltration has a significant roles.

The RIVEC approach should be integrated into demand response programs.

Further analysis should be done to determine how RIVEC can be used to help protect occupants from short-term outdoor air pollution and/or toxic releases.

Home ventilating manufacturers and/or controls providers should be contacted for potential partnerships.
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Partial List of Residential Ventilation Manufacturers’ Websites

The listing below is not intended to be exhaustive and no recommendation is express or implied by it.

Home Ventilating Institute (http://www.hvi.org)

Founded in 1955, HVI today represents a wide range of home ventilating products manufactured by companies in the United States, Canada, Asia, and Europe, producing the majority of the residential ventilation products sold in North America. Sound and performance ratings for a wide variety of products are listed by HVI. The full list of manufacturers with HVI-certified products can be found at http://www.hvi.org/manudist/memberswithHVICP.html Specific manufacturers of interest follow:

American Aldes (http://www.americanaldes.com/)

American ALDES offers a full range of engineered ventilation products to help maintain healthy indoor air quality. High quality fans are designed for continuous operation. They deliver reliable air flow under real world conditions. With unique technology, such as the Constant Airflow Regulator, ALDES can assure designers and contractors simple
installation, while occupants enjoy truly effective ventilation. In addition to a full range of residential ventilation products, the new “VentZone” system allows for demand controlled residential ventilation.

Aprilaire
Aprilaire has a whole range of IAQ-related products and specifically two ventilation systems: 1) a Central-Fan Integrated Supply system and a heat recovery ventilator.

Broan-Nutone
(http://www.broan.com)
The Broan-NuTone Group is headquartered in Hartford, Wis. and employs more than 3,200 people in six countries on three continents. It is North America’s largest producer of residential ventilation products such as range hoods, ventilation fans and indoor air quality products.

FanTech
(http://www.fantech.net)
For more than 2 decades, Fantech has been researching, designing and bringing to market "Ventilation Solutions" that ensure better indoor air quality in the buildings where we work and live. Core products include iunline fans for bathroom exhaust, dryer boosting and radon mitigation and a full line of indoor air quality equipment such as Heat Recovery and Energy Recovery ventilators and Whole House HEPA Filtration. Fantech’s strength and stability comes from its alliance with its parent company, Systemair, Sweden. Systemair’s global network of 50 subsidiaries on three continents makes the Systemair Group one of the largest air movement companies in the world.

Honeywell
(http://yourhome.honeywell.com/Consumer/Cultures/en-US/Products/Ventilation/)
Honeywell makes a line of economy ventilation that is based on a central fan integrated supply system and a line of energy efficient ventilation using heat or energy recovery ventilators.
Panasonic
(http://www2.panasonic.com/consumer-electronics/learn/Building-Products/Ventilation-Systems/)
Panasonic makes a line of very quiet and energy efficient fans including ceiling insert fans, wall fans, inline fans and energy recovery ventilators as part of their Building Products section.

Therma-Stor
(http://www.thermastor.com/Residential-Ventilation-Products/)
Therma-Stor LLC, located in Madison, Wisconsin, was established in 1977 to apply advanced heat transfer technologies to residential and commercial markets. Beginning with heat recovery water heaters, Therma-Stor now also manufactures a line of residential dehumidifiers, which includes the Santa Fe series of free-standing dehumidifiers and the Ultra-Aire series of whole house ventilating dehumidifiers. Therma-Stor also offers HI-E Dry commercial dehumidifiers and the Phoenix line of restoration equipment for dehumidification, air scrubbing, water extraction, and evaporative drying.

Venmar
(http://www.venmar.com)
For more than 25 years, Venmar Ventilation has been one of North America’s leading manufacturers of innovative Indoor Air Quality products for commercial and residential applications. Today, with over one million homeowners among its customers, Venmar, a Canadian company, continues to manufacture a full range of products. From kitchen range hoods and attic ventilators to filtration and ventilation systems, all of our products are recognized as the industry standard for quality, styling, reliability, and an optimally healthy indoor air environment.
Appendix A. RIVEC energy savings without CFIs in the non-mechanically ventilated home.
Figure A1. Additional Electricity use for non-RIVEC and RIVEC operation relative to a non-mechanically ventilated home in CZ3

Figure A2. Additional Natural Gas use for non-RIVEC and RIVEC operation relative to a non-mechanically ventilated home in CZ3
Figure A3. Additional Total Energy use for non-RIVEC and RIVEC operation relative to a non-mechanically ventilated home in CZ3

Figure A4. Additional Electricity use for non-RIVEC and RIVEC operation relative to a non-mechanically ventilated home in CZ13
Figure A5. Additional Natural Gas use for non-RIVEC and RIVEC operation relative to a non-mechanically ventilated home in CZ13

Figure A6. Additional Total Energy use for non-RIVEC and RIVEC operation relative to a non-mechanically ventilated home in CZ13
Figure A7. Additional Electricity use for non-RIVEC and RIVEC operation relative to a non-mechanically ventilated home in CZ16

Figure A8. Additional Natural Gas use for non-RIVEC and RIVEC operation relative to a non-mechanically ventilated home in CZ16
Figure A9. Additional Total Energy use for non-RIVEC and RIVEC operation relative to a non-mechanically ventilated home in CZ16